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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate how to e�ciently im-

plement TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) on a

wormhole switched network using a pure software solu-

tion in the end nodes. Transmission is con�ict free on

the time-slot level and hence deadlock free. On the sub-

slot level, however, con�icts are possible when using

�early sending,� a method we propose in order to reduce

latency while still not hazarding the TDMA schedule.

We propose a complete system to o�er services for dy-

namic establishment of guaranteed periodic real-time

virtual channels. Two di�erent clock synchronization

approaches for integration into the TDMA system are

discussed. Implementation and experimental studies

have been done on a cluster of PCs connected by a

Myrinet network. Also, a case study with a radar sig-

nal processing application is presented to show the us-

ability. A best-case reduction of the latency of up to

to 37 percent for 640 Byte messages by using early

sending in Myrinet is shown in the case study. Source

routed wormhole switching networks are assumed in

the work but the results are applicable on some other

categories of switched networks too.

1 Introduction

Switched high-performance networks are commonly
used for local area networks and interconnection net-
works for parallel and distributed computing systems
of today and tomorrow. Examples include clusters of
workstations or PCs running multimedia applications,
and parallel computers for radar signal processing ap-
plications. A number of networks with a competitive
price/performance ratio have appeared on the mar-

ket, e.g., Myrinet [1] and Gigabit Ethernet [2]. How-
ever, these networks typically have no or very little
support for real-time tra�c, especially hard real-time
tra�c which is required in applications like those men-
tioned above. Networks like ATM are available but
less complex a�ordable alternatives are needed where
each node can be connected directly to the switched
network.

In this paper, we present work done on time-
deterministic communication to support cyclic traf-
�c in a class of switched networks. By using TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access), the access to each
link in the network is divided into time-slots. When
the tra�c is changed (e.g., a new real-time virtual
channel, RTVC, between two nodes is requested), the
mapping of tra�c onto links and time-slots is resched-
uled in a distributed manner. Since clock synchroniza-
tion messages are scheduled onto the same network
and no scheduling is done in the switches (only in the
end nodes), the real-time support can be implemented
purely in software. Also worth mentioning is that the
network becomes totally deadlock free since the whole
path between source and destination is reserved in the
same time-slot.

We assume wormhole switched networks in the pa-

per but the concept holds for cut through and store-
and-forward switching too. However, the overhead
can become rather high in store-and-forward networks
due to high latency compared to the e�ective sending
time. This latency must be encountered before a new
time-slot and the sending of a new message can be-
gin. Moreover, source routing or another deterministic
routing method is assumed. In this way, it is possible
to reserve the corresponding links of a path between
source and destination. Since switched systems allow
for concurrent transmissions, multiple such paths can
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Figure 1: The TDMA slot.

be reserved in the same time-slot.

We propose a method called early sending which
can be used in, e.g., wormhole networks. By this
method, a node with a scheduled slot Si+1 is allowed
to initiate sending already in slot Si. Expression for
the exact time in slot Si where it is allowed to initiate
sending is given in Section 2.3. In a case study based
on a radar signal processing application on a system
with Myrinet, we show that the latency in the best-
case can be reduced by up to 37 percent by using early
sending. By doubling the message size from 640 Byte
to 1280 Byte, the best-case improvement is 90 percent.
For the early sending method, we assume some form
of low-level �ow control as used in wormhole networks.

Some work has been done in the �eld of switched
networks with support for hard real-time tra�c. Ex-
amples of such work are discussed below. RACEway
is a switched network primarily developed for embed-
ded systems [3] [4]. It has support for real-time traf-
�c by the use of priorities but dynamic establishment
of RTVCs with guaranteed performance is not sup-
ported. A similar system as the one discussed in this
paper, but on a circuit-switched HIPPI network, is
presented in [5]. In this paper however, we focus on
more �ne grained TDMA schedules and investigate
how, e.g., clock synchronization accuracy in�uence on
performance and other parameters.

There are a lot of work reported on how to support
real-time tra�c by modifying the hardware and/or

software in the switches (see, e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9]). In
contrast, in our work we have assumed no changes to
either software or hardware in the switches. Instead,
it is a pure software solution which only a�ects the
end nodes. Instead of reserving access to the network,
as in our case, one approach to get real-time services
over a standard switched network is to calculate the
worst-case latency. However, the worst-case through-
put can be very low when a high worst-case latency
separates each guaranteed access to the network [10]
[11].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
TDMA, clock synchronization, and early sending are
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Figure 2: TDMA cycle when the clock synchronization
is separated from the rest of the data tra�c.

presented and discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, our
Myrinet implementation is described, and a case study
is presented in Section 4. The paper is then concluded
in Section 5.

2 Time deterministic communication

concept

To pass messages with hard real-time constrains
over a generic switched network, a method is needed
to guarantee bandwidth. In order to allow transmis-
sion of multiple data-streams over a shared media, it
is possible to use time domain multiplexing combined
with reservation of every single network link in the
system. This works only if all nodes has an uni�ed
apprehension of the time. In the following sections we
will discuss the support for periodic tra�c with hard
real-time constraints. Further information related to
Section 2 and 3 can be found in [12].

2.1 TDMA and clock synchronization

If the nodes in the network have large clock drifts
the margins in the slots (Figure 1) need to be large in
order to prevent blockages, but large slot margins gives
a low network utilization. The alternative is a more
frequent clock synchronization to keep down the clock
drift. The margins can be reduced or totally removed
if the switches are able to handle blocking situations
without removing any message from the network. A
message that starts its transmission a short time (rel-
atively to the slot length) before it is allowed to, will
be held up if the needed links are occupied with pack-
ets belonging to the previous TDMA slot (see Section
2.3).

Two di�erent approaches for the creation of the
TDMA cycle have been considered in this work. The
�rst approach have the clock synchronization part sep-
arated from the rest of the TDMA cycle. However, this
leads to a minimum length of the TDMA cycle (Figure
2) in order for the clock synchronization to reappear
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Figure 3: TDMA cycle when the clock synchronization
is scheduled among with other data packets.

at certain intervals. As the clock synchronization pe-
riod occupies a continuous period of time, when no
other tra�c is allowed, the minimum time period for
data packets will be a�ected. The time period has to
be larger than the total duration of clock synchroniza-
tion tra�c.

The other approach considered, schedules the clock
synchronization messages among with all other real-
time messages in the network (i.e., logical channels are
established for clock synchronization in the same way
as for normal data). This method allows concurrent
transfers in the rest of the network (see Figure 3).

Regarding the second approach, problems occur
when a master node have many clock synchronization
messages to send. Assume a slot length of 30 �s and
with a clock synchronization message of 5 �s (enough
in Myrinet), the utilized part of every slot used for
clock synchronization is 1

6
only. The two methods are

exempli�ed in the next subsection.

2.2 Clock Synchronization Example

A common real-time tra�c example, e.g., in
telecommunication applications, have a period of 125
�s. Assuming a data size of 1300 bytes per transmis-
sion, the necessary slot size for this message size is
approximately 12.5 �s according to

Tsetup + Tmaxdrift +
M

c
(1)

in Myrinet. The 12.5 �s is calculated using a measured
setup time of 3 �s (Tsetup) for a zero copy message, a
maximal clock synchronization di�erence between two
clocks in the network of 1 �s (Tmaxdrift) (see Section
3), and the size of the message (M) in bytes divided
by the transmission rate (c) for Myrinet in bytes per
second resulting in 3�s+ 1�s+ 1300

160
�s = 12:125�s.

Consider a network consisting of a 4 � 4 mesh of
switches, where a group of end-nodes are connected to
each of the 16 switches. Every group consist of 16 end
nodes, one synchronization sub-master and 15 slaves
(see Figure 4). If the network is only allowed to have

S nSS 21

nM

Figure 4: Clock synchronization in a 4� 4 mesh.

a maximum clock drift of 1�s, a clock synchronization
period of 5000 �s is needed as described in Section 3.

Previous in this section two di�erent approaches for
creating the TDMA-cycle where discussed. Using the
�rst method (i.e., the method with the clock synchro-
nization separated from the TDMA-cycle) the time to
synchronize the whole network is calculated to be as
follows. All sub-master nodes need 15 � 5�s = 75�s (5
�s for each node) to synchronize to the master, while
all the nodes in the network need 75�s + 75�s =

150�s (i.e., 75 �s is the time for all sub-clusters to
synchronize their slaves, all clusters in parallel). With
a margin of 12.5�s (one slot length), this gives a total
time of 150�s+ 12:5�s = 162:5�s. This results in a
need of 162:5�s

5000 �s
= 3% of the total bandwidth for clock

synchronization purposes.
Using the second method (i.e., with the clock syn-

chronization packets scheduled among ordinary tra�c)
the total number of slots needed in order to synchro-
nize the whole network are as follows. To synchronize
all the sub-master nodes 15 slots are needed, plus 15
slots for each sub-master cluster (i.e., all sub-clusters
synchronize their slaves in parallel) which gives a to-
tal of 30 slots (15 + 15 = 30). With a slot-length of
12.5 �s the total time is 30 � 12:5�s = 375�s. This re-
sults in a need of 375 �s

5000�s
= 7:5% of the total bandwidth

for clock synchronization purposes. However, ordinary
tra�c is allowed in this case, and shorter time periods
and deadlines for the tra�c are allowed. The second
method is assumed in the rest of the paper.

2.3 Early Sending in TDMA

In networks that use a low-level �ow control as in
wormhole networks it is possible to utilize the net-
work better by taking away all margins (see Figure
1). In this way, a message belonging to slot n+1 and
for which sending is initiated already in slot n, can
be halted in the network due to an already occupied
path. The transmission will be resumed as soon as the
path becomes free. The margins before and after the
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Figure 5: Early sending example.

message actually starts and ends are not needed in a
such networks.

If the transmission of the message to be sent in time
slot n + 1 is initiated before the end of time slot n
(Figure 5), spare time in time slot n can be used.
However, the transmission of the message belonging
to time slot n+1 need to be delayed until it is certain

that all message heads belonging to time slot n has
staked their way through all switches between source

and destination (delayed time: Ta). The clock syn-
chronization drift in the network must also be taken
into account before allowing early sending initiation.
Using a margin (Tmargin) that is larger or equal to the
maximal di�erence (Tmaxdrift) between two clocks in
the network will solve the problem. In other words,
the early sending can be initiated when all trunks and
ports used for the transmission in time slot n are re-
served, i.e., the header has reached the last switch on
the path. The early sending of a message belonging to
slot n + 1 is not allowed to be initiated until a delay
of Tearly has passed from slot-start of slot n, where
Tearly = Ta + Tmargin � Ta + Tmaxdrift.

In some cases, a switch will stop the message be-

longing to time slot n + 1 because of elements in the
network already being utilized by message belonging
to the previous time slot (blocking time: Tb). As
soon as messages belonging to time slot n complete
their transmission, the resources will be released and
the blocked message can start its transmission (early
sending time: Tc). The latest time for the blocked
message to start its transmission will be when time
slot n + 1 start, clock synchronization drift not en-
countered. The early sending method can not be used
for clock synchronization messages as their total trans-
mission time must be deterministic.

Another network where the early sending method
together with TDMA is applicable is the circuit
switched network HIPPI (High-Performance Parallel
Interface) described in [5], if using the camp-on fea-
ture. With that feature, a request for connection es-

Host

(e.g., PC, Sparc...)

(NIC)
Myrinet interface

Ethernet interface
(NIC) Ethernet

Myrinet

Figure 6: A system overview

tablishment can be temporary halted in the same way
as in wormhole networks.

3 Implementation on Myrinet

The work has been focused on supporting periodic
tra�c; however, it is possible to support aperiodic
or isochronous tra�c by using periodic reservations.
The reservation of channels can be altered during run-
time (i.e., dynamic allocation of logical channels with
real-time support, RTVCs, is possible). In addition
to Myrinet another network with broadcast function-
ality is assumed in our implementation. The imple-
mentation is not limited by any particular topology,
since resource allocation in a TDMA schedule avoids
deadlock. Figure 6, shows a system overview with the
blocks of a single node which consists of a host com-
puter (e.g., Pentium PC) with a Ethernet Network
Interface Card (NIC), and a Myrinet NIC. Functions
as time slotting, clock synchronization between nodes,
and receive initialization will be handled by the on-
board processor on the Myrinet NIC.

In the tests, we have measured the maximum drift
between two nodes to less than 100 �s/s. Given an
allowed drift of 500 ns the necessary synchronization
period is less than 5 ms. The master node time is
sampled with a possible error of 500 ns which gives a
total maximum drift (Tmaxdrift) of 1 �s.

3.1 TDMA Implementation and Perfor-
mance

In the conversion from data stream into packages,
control information has to be added. This control in-
formation (the overhead) consists of the routing infor-
mation and the packet length (i.e., the packet header).
Not only the control information cause overhead, the
transmission time also increases because of DMA bot-
tlenecks for each packet. Utilization is plotted against
packet length for both the theoretical and measured
case, i.e., excluding and including, respectively, DMA
bottlenecks.To model the optimal utilization of a chan-
nel (�) using a certain message length (M) at a certain
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formance while the measured curve describes the im-
plemented solution.

transmission rate (c), the overhead time has been mea-
sured (�) by transmitting a packet with zero bytes of
data (see Figure 7). The optimal utilization is:

� =
1

�
M

c

+ 1
=

1
c�
M

+ 1
(2)

3.2 The Scheduler and Connection Estab-
lishment

Some de�nitions used in this section are: Si: Source
host of message stream i. Di: Destination host for
message stream i. pi: Period time of message stream
i. di: Separate deadline (incremented by the period of
the tra�c stream) associated with message stream i,

i.e., the latest time for the whole message stream i to
reach Di. si : Minimum number of time slots required
for message stream i.

The tra�c over Myrinet using TDMA has to be
scheduled in some way. In order to release the burden
of the LANai (RISC processor on the Myrinet NIC)
the schedule is scheduled in the host. By using dis-
tributed scheduling all nodes runs the same algorithm
with the same input, i.e., every node's altered band-
width demand. By using Ethernet multicasting for
this, the burden on the Myrinet network is reduced.
The tra�c over Myrinet will only consist of clock syn-
chronization and data messages.

The routing information is statically added in ad-
vance for simplicity. However, it is possible to let a
program determine the network topology with the help
of the characteristic behavior of the switches and the

nodes. The chosen TDMA approach (see Section 2.1)
is the one where the clock is scheduled among with
all other data packets. All tra�c handled is periodic
and a separate deadline is associated with each mes-
sage stream. At the start of every new period the
message has to be available for sending. Every mes-
sage stream i is characterized by the following tuple:
fSi; Di; pi; di; sig. The shortest deadline for mes-
sages with the size of one slot is three slot lengths,
while the shortest period is two slot lengths (e.g., if
the slot-length is 30�s the shortest period is 2 � 30�s)
since the clock synchronization messages requires at
least one slot per node. The longest allowed period is
as long as the TDMA cycle length (e.g., 40 � 30�s).
Before being scheduled all bandwidth demands are
sorted according to their individual deadlines. This
is an established method for making a good schedule.
However, the algorithm is not designed to deliver an
optimized schedule (not focused on in this work). The
created schedule runs repeatedly until a new schedule
is available.

To generate a new schedule the scheduler �rst
gather all bandwidth demands for periodic real-time
tra�c and then determines the schedule. The output
information from the scheduler contains information
about which slots that belongs to each task and the
path that is allowed when transmitting the message.

4 Case study and experiments

Typical real-time applications with high through-
put requirements and a pipelined data�ow between
the computational modules include future radar sig-
nal processing systems [13] [14]. In Figure 8, a signal
processing chain, similar to the one described in [15],
is shown together with its bandwidth demands. As
a feasibility study and example of applicability of our
results, we will show how all RTVCs in the chain (the
arrows) can be guaranteed over the network shown in
Figure 9. We derive some important parameters of the
system based on experiences with an implementation

on a Myrinet-based cluster of PCs.
The indexes of the nodes in Figure 9 corresponds

to those in the chain in Figure 8. The linear array
of switches topology is chosen for the case study but
can, e.g., be easily extended with additional switches
to form a ring. The distribution module is assumed
to have two network interfaces to reach the needed
throughput demand. We denote the bidirectional links
as Li; 1 � i � 18 and put an additional letter for the
direction (N, E, S, and W) when referring to a one
way part of a link.
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We assume 1.28 + 1.28 Gbit/s (160 + 160MByte/s)
full duplex Myrinet links and denote the link capacity
as R = 160MByte/s. Further on, we have measured a
maximum bandwidth utilization of 80% (at continuous
tra�c) and a start-up overhead of up to Tsetup = 3�s

for each message. With a slot length of Tslot = 8 �s,
this corresponds to an e�cient payload of 0:8R(Tslot -
3 �s) = 640 Byte/slot and a link bandwidth utilization

of 50%:

0:8
Tslot � 3�s

Tslot
= 0:5 (3)

However, the slot length can be increased to get a
higher bandwidth utilization.

A feasible schedule of the slots is shown in Table
1. Both data and clock synchronization messages are
scheduled in those slots. There are 16 slots in a cycle,
Si; 1 � i � 16, where one slot per cycle corresponds to
a throughput of 5 MByte/s. Even though the example
is hand made to get a clear example schedule, our
scheduler also managed to schedule the tra�c in 16

slots.

The worst-case latency is two slot (16 �s) for an
RTVC with 15 slots per cycle, and one cycle (128 �s)
for an RTVC with one slot per cycle. This is low
enough for the radar system since the total communi-
cation latency through the four communication steps
is allowed to be 10 ms. The average latency for the
case of 15 slots per cycle is

Tlat =
15 � 0:5 + 1 � 1:5

16
Tslot + Tsetup = 7:5�s (4)

where the two terms corresponds to the case during a
slot where the next slot is owned (average latency of
0:5Tslot), and the case during the slot before the slot
which is not owned by the node (average latency of
1:5Tslot). The average latency for the case of one slot
per cycle is a half cycle (64 �s).

When using early sending, transmission can start

during the previous slot after a delay of Tearly =

Ta + Tmargin according to Figure 5. We assume a
maximum clock drift of Tmargin = 1�s and a worst-
case latency through a switch of 600 ns including 10
meters of cable. With a maximum delay of Ta =

3 + 0:6 (N � 1) �s before the last of N switches is
reached, we get Tearly = 5:2�s if a path can traverse
a maximum of three switches. The decreased latency
is Tslot�Tearly = 2:8�s which, for the case of 15 slots
per cycle, gives

Tslot � Tearly

Tslot
= 37% (5)

in relative improvement, while the relative improve-
ment for the case of one slot per cycle is 4.4%. These
�gures are best-case improvements, i.e., assuming the
whole path is free when the transmission is initiated
in the previous slot. If the previous slot is occupied,
but only partly, the latency can still be improved by a
lower amount. With a longer slot duration, the best-
case improvements is even higher, e.g., 10.8 �s when
Tslot = 16�s, which gives best-case relative improve-
ments of 90% and 8.4% for the cases of 15 and one slot
per cycle, respectively.

5 Conclusion

We have evaluated a software based method to im-
plement hard real-time services over a class of generic
switched networks. By using resource allocation com-
bined with TDMA, blockages and consequently dead-
locks are avoided in the network. We have discussed
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Table 1: One cycle of 16 slots. Each entry in the table indicates the two nodes between which the link is part of
the path in the slot. Unused directions of the bidirectional links are omitted in the table. Two di�erent arrows are
used:�!� for ordinary data messages and � � for clock synchronization messages.

clock synchronization aspects and shown how the la-
tency can be signi�cantly reduced by using the early
sending method.
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